Abstract-Variable length encoding can considerably decrease code size in VLIW processors by decreasing the amount of bits wasted on encoding No Operation(NOP)s. A processor may have different instruction templates where different execution slots are implicitly NOPs, but all combinations of NOPs may not be supported by the instruction templates. The efficiency of the NOP encoding can be improved by the compiler trying to place NOPs in such way that the usage of implicit NOPs is maximized. Two different methods of optimizing the use of the implicit NOP slots are evaluated: prioritizing function units that have fewer implicit NOPs associated to them, and a post-pass to the instruction scheduler which utilizes the slack of the schedule by rescheduling operations with slack into different instruction words so that the available instruction templates are better utilized. The postpass optimizer saved an average of 2.5 % and at best of 9.1 % instruction memory, without performance loss. Prioritizing function units gave best case instruction memory savings of 12.7 % but the average savings were only 1.0 % and there was in average 5.7 % slowdown for the program.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main pitfalls of Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) and Transport Triggered Architectures (TTAs) [1] is large code size which is caused by the long instruction word and No Operation(NOP)s that have to be inserted into the program code. When the processor has several computational resources to achieve high performance on critical tight unrolled and software-pipelined loops, it also has wide instruction word with several execution slots, and often there is lots of rarely-executed more control-oriented helper code outside these critical loops consuming lots of instruction memory. This code cannot exploit the parallel execution units, this the code contains large number of instructions where most of the execution slots are NOPs.
To save instruction memory and instruction fetch power, this code should be encoded with instruction encoding where most of the execution slots are encoded in such way that most of execution slots implicitly NOPs, and the instruction word is much narrower. The processor may have different instruction templates to encode such instructions where some execution slots are NOPs. However, supporting all the combinations of operations in wide instructions might make the instruction decoding logic too complicated especially in cases where the execution slots in the instruction encoding may have different bit widths. In a reasonable implementation there are only few different instruction templates where different execution slots are implicitly NOPs. [2] [3] An example of template selection and NOP removal for a 5-issue processor is shown in Fig. 1 . In this example, a large amount of NOPs is seen in four instruction words. Two new instruction formats are assigned to the templates '10' and '11', which only use the execution slots A, B and D, E. The rest of the execution slots in these two formats are considered as NOP slots. If NOPs are seen in the NOP slots, they are removed from the instruction. These templates can be used in three instructions to remove a majority of the NOP operations in the program code. Considerable instruction memory savings can be achieved by simply scheduling the instructions for maximum performance without optimizing the code for the implicit NOP slots and just using the shorter instructions when they can be used. This is, however, suboptimal, as the usage of the short instructions can be increased by compiler optimizations.
In this paper, two solutions to this are presented and compared: Prioritizing function units that have implicit NOP slots associated to them in fewer instruction templates, and executing a post-scheduler NOPOptimizer which utilizes slack of the schedule by spatially moving operations which have slack into different instruction words so that the available instruction templates are better utilized to their maximum capacity. Prioritizing function units may decrease the performance of the code as this may conflict with other, more performance-critical methods of function unit priorization. The post-scheduler optimizer should have minimal effect on performance.
II. RELATED WORK
In [4] a post-scheduler optimization algorithm is introduced to minimize the instruction fetch and control logic transitions between successive instructions. In this method, horizontal and vertical rescheduling of operations is performed, moving operations both between instructions and between execution slots in same instructions. This method however does not consider the NOP usage and does not try to optimize the code size.
In [5] , a variable-length encoding for VLIW is proposed. This method has "protected" versions of many long-latency operations and control operations. These versions of the operations add pipeline stalls after the operations, so that there is no need to add subsequent instruction words containing only NOPs. Their instruction scheduler fills the delay slots and instruction words after a long-latency operation with usable Fig. 1 . A short program before (left) and after (right) assigning two new instruction formats, which define two execution slots to be used out of the five in the processor. Most of the NOP operations are removed by using the shorter instruction formats in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th instruction.
instructions, and uses the ordinary version of the operation if possible, to maximize performance. In case it cannot schedule any useful operations to the delay slots or instructions after some long-latency operation, it replaces the operation with the "protected" version of the operation. When optimizing for minimal code size, the compiler always uses the protected versions of the instructions, resulting in lower performance but eliminating all NOPs due to delay slots and long-latency operations.
In [6] , a method of collapsing the prolog and the epilog of software pipelined loop is introduced. This optimization can be combined with the proposed methods as they attack different parts of the code length problem.
The approach in [7] eliminates many NOP operations by encoding only data dependencies and enabling different execution slots to execute operations from different instruction words. This however requires considerable changes to the processor architecture and adds complexity to the processor's control logic.
In [8] , a method to minimize code size with global scheduling is introduced. Their approach, however, does not consider optimization the code size for variable-length instructions.
In [9] compiler optimizations for EPIC architecture are discussed. EPIC architecture is a variation of VLIW where one group of instructions can execute in parallel and one instruction word may contain operations from different instruction groups, and one instruction group can span over multiple instruction words. The instruction groups are separated by stop bits which are specified by the instruction template used for the instruction words. They introduce an algorithm to create schedules which are optimal in both performance and code size for infinitely wide EPIC processors which are never resource constrained. The optimal alforithm becomes slow when large basic blocks are scheduled. The authors propose non-optimal heuristics to overcome this problem. The instruction templates in EPIC architectures are, however, quite different than the variable-width templates and their method can be only used for EPIC-type instruction templates.
III. PROPOSED OPTIMIZATIONS A. Baseline
In this work, the cycle-based list scheduler [10] is used as baseline and the proposed optimizations are compared against this method. The baseline also includes a postpass delay slot filler which performs some inter-basic block code motion. The baseline method schedules operations to the best possible cycle but if multiple execution units can execute the operation in same cycle, the smallest function unit that can execute the operation is selected. If there are multiple units with an equal amount of operations, then the connectivity of the function unit is considered and the unit with the least connectivity is selected. The reason for this logic is that if some operation, for example addition, can be executed on both function unit A and function units B, but another operation, for example multiplication, can only be executed on unit A, the add operations will mostly be scheduled onto unit B, so that unit A will be free to execute the multiplications. The optimizations could also be used with different instruction schedulers.
B. Function Unit Selection
A prioritize NOP-slots option was added to the function unit selection. This option works by calculating on how many instruction templates a function unit can be encoded as an implicit NOP, and deprioritizing those function units with highest implicit NOP count. If two or more function units have the same NOP slot value, then the instruction scheduler reverts to the old performance-optimized mechanism when selecting between those function units.
C. Post-Scheduler Optimizer Algorithm
The main motivation of the post-scheduler optimizer is to make better use of NOP slots without decreasing performance; decisions taken during the actual instruction scheduling phase would affect the schedule and might decrease the performance of the program. Figure 2 shows an example on how rescheduling can improve the usage of the shorter instruction templates. In this example, the data dependencies do not limit the rescheduling; In real situation, the data dependencies would usually not allow all the operations to be rescheduled, and the benefit from the optimization would be smaller than in this example.
The algorithm is run for every basic block after that basic block has been scheduled, but before the inter-basic block delay slot filler. Figure 3 shows how the algorithm first pushes all moves or operations into a queue. Then the main algorithm is iterated as long as the queue contains elements. An operation can be in the queue only once. In the main loop, the first element in the queue is popped and processed.
If the instruction where the operation belongs is already full, nothing is done for that operation; these instructions are already optimally coded, there are no wasted bits in those instructions. Rescheduling operations in these moves might sometimes ease up the dependencies of other operations and Left side shows the instruction templates used. Upper row shows the operations in full-width instructions and bottom row shows the instructions after the NOP-slot compression is applied. Without the optimization (middle column) the usage of both B and D slots simultaneously prevents usage of any short template in instruction 2, usage of both A and E slots simultaneously prevents usage of any short template in instruction 3, and usage of slot C prevents usage of any short template in instruction 4. On the optimized version D2 is moved to instruction 3, A3 and B2 are moved to instruction 4 and C4 is moved to instruction 6. This allows instruction template 10 to be used for instructions 2 and 4 and instruction template 11 to be used for instruction 3. allow more optimal placement of those other operations, but these situations are very rare and rescheduling also operations in already full instructions would mean that the algorithm would never finish naturally. Jump and call operations are not moved since moving them would affect the length of the basic block and, therefore, the performance of the code. This is shown in Fig. 4 , lines 1-5 Figure 4 , lines 6-18 show how the slack of the schedule is considered; The data dependencies of the operation are checked and the latest and earliest possible time for the operation are calculated based on the data dependencies. If an operation has no data producers limiting how early it can be scheduled, it is not moved earlier, and if it has no data consumers limiting how late it can be scheduled, it is not moved later. This is to guarantee that the basic block cannot get longer and that later inter-basic-block code motion optimizations do not lose optimization opportunities due to the NOP optimization.
The operation is then unscheduled and tried to be scheduled to both earlier and later cycles, until either it is scheduled to an instruction which will not grow longer due the rescheduling, or the data dependence limits are reached. Moving operations to both directions allow the same algorithm to be used for both top-down and bottom-up scheduled code, and also allows later reverting of inefficient reschedules without special backtracking logic. When an operation is scheduled into a new instruction, its predecessors are requeued if the operation was moved forward, and successors are requeued if the operation was moved backward. This is shown in Fig. 4 , lines 19-39 and Figure 5 When taking new operations from the queue, there is a counter limiting how many times one operation can be rescheduled; this is to prevent the algorithm from going into an infinite loop scheduling some two consecutive operations 
A. Benchmarks
We evaluate the performance of our methods with a subset of the CHStone [11] benchmark. This benchmark is selected since it contains a range of real-world routines, not microbenchmarks, with varying amounts of control code and instruction-level parallelism. Tests adpcm, gsm, mips, jpeg, aes, blowfish and sha are used. The software floating-point tests dfadd, dfmul, dfdiv and dfsin are omitted since they are microbenchmarks with a very small code footprint so they are not good benchmarks for code size measurement.
B. Processor Architectures
In order to measure the efficiency of the optimizations in practice, two Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) type VLIW processors were developed using the TTA Codesign Environment (TCE) [12] , and the compiler for the TCE toolset was modified to include the proposed optimizations.
TTA-type VLIW gives the compiler extra freedom to transfer some operands to earlier instructions than the execution starts and to read results later than they are produced. The implemented version of the post-scheduler optimizer algorithm The first processor architecture, threeway, is a 3-issue processor with a 96-bit instruction word. The overall processor architecture was designed to give relatively good performance on the CHStone test while keeping the instruction width at 96 bits, to have good balance between performance and instruction size even without variable-length instruction encoding. The processor has 6 buses, each of which have their own slot in the instruction encoding. The first two buses are connected into a combined Load-Store-Unit (LSU) and Arithmetic-Logical Unit (ALU). Buses three and four are connected to a combined ALU and multiplier, and buses five and six are connected to ALU and control unit.
The processor has 4 different instruction templates; One with 32-bit length, one with 48-bit length and two full-length ones, one with long immediate value and one without long immediate value. The 32-bit instruction template was selected by first finding all bus combinations that can be encoded in 32 bits and then selecting the one that is mostly used when the adpcm of the CHStone benchmark was compiled without any compiler optimizations for the NOP slot usage. The 48-bit instruction template was selected in similar manner, finding all combinations that can be encoded in 48 bits and selecting the one that is mostly used when the adpcm of the CHStone benchmark was compiler without any compiler optimizations for the NOP slot usage.
Another processor architecture, fourway, is a 4-issue processor with a 128-bit instruction word. The processor architecture has 8 buses, each of which have their own slot in the instruction encoding. The organization of the fourway processor architecture is such that most code with low level of instruction-level-parallelism (ILP) can execute using only the two first buses and the first function unit, as these are connected to both combined ALU and LSU and also separate control unit. The 3rd and 4th bus are connected to combined ALU and multiplier, and 5th and 6th bus are connected to another combined ALU and multiplier. 7th and 8th bus are connected an ALU. This organization of the function units is reletively close to the default configuration of HP's VLIW EXample (VEX) processor architecture [13] , with the difference that in VEX the control unit is combined with the last ALU.
Instruction templates in fourway processor architecture are such that in all instruction templates, the first and second bus can always contain moves. In the 40-bit template, all the other slots are implicit NOPs, and in 72-bit template, there is also 32-bit immediate value in addition to the two first buses. The short templates in this processor are bigger than the templates in the threeway processor because of the requirement to be able to have the moves in the first two buses in all of the instruction templates. Tables I and II show the performance and instruction counts and code sizes of the CHStone benchmark with different optimization methods on the two processors. The baseline "No opt" in these results means that the shorter instructions are used when the compiler happens to generate instructions which can be encoded with smaller instructions, but the compiler does not perform any optimizations which encourage their usage.
C. Evaluation Results
On more high-ILP workloads such as adpcm, blowfish and aes prioritizing the function units had a considerable negative effect on the performance, and also the number of instructions. In these cases, the increase in instruction count usually caused bigger consumption of instruction memory than what was saved by the better usage if the smaller instructions, and the total program memory size increased by 2.8 -4.7 %. The worst slowdown occured with the blowfish benchmark where the program slowdown was 15.8 %. On more control-oriented low-ILP workloads such as gsm and mips prioritizing function units caused smaller slowdown on performance on both processors, and with fourway processor decreased the program memory size by 10.0 -12.7 %. The sha benchmark behaved in similar fashion than gsm and mips benchmarks, even though it has more ILP, benefiting 6.2 % from the function unit prioritizing. On the threeway processor the results of function unit prioritizing were also negative, but the increase in code size was smaller than with fourway, in the range of -1.0 to -2.2 % The post-optimizer pass mode had a more stable effect on both performance and code size on both processors. The code size decrease was in the range between 0.6 % and 9.1 %. The performance in all cases was very close to the original performance, in average being 0.4 % better than the nonoptimized version. The average code size decrease was 3.5 % for the threeway processor, 1.5 % for the fourway processor, average of both being 2.5 %. The reason for the weaker improvement with the fourway processor is that operations in other than the first function unit always required a full-length instruction to be used, while with threeway there was also a shorter instruction template that included the final three buses.
The effect of applying both optimizations together usually had a similar result as the sum of the benefits of the optimizations done separately, but sometimes gave better performance, for example, in the adpcm and aes tests on the threeway processor and blowfish test on fourway processor.
The best case improvement was same 12.7 % as with the function unit selection in the mips test in processor fourway. In this test the performance and code size was exactly the same as when only prioritizing function units, so the postoptimizer could not do anything when the function units were prioritized for the NOP slots, even though without the function unit priorization the post-optimizer could decrease the program size by 1.5 % in the same test with the same processor.
V. FUTURE WORK
As most of the sparse code that benefits most from the variable instruction encoding is outside the critical inner loops of the program, the overall slowdown of the program might be relatively small if the compiler would sacrifice some performance in order to reduce the code size in these parts of the code.
Loop analysis or profiling should be used to identify these non-performance-critical parts of the program and the NOP usage optimization methods that can sacrifice performance should only be applied to these parts of the code, producing smaller code while keeping performance of the critical inner loops at same level.
The post-scheduler optimizer should also be improved to aggressively horizontally reschedule operations into those execution slots that have fewer implicit NOP slots associated with them, even when the main scheduling is done with function unit selection which favour performance instead of code size. This could increase the code size savings from the post-scheduler optimizer without performance degradion.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Two compiler optimizations to better utilize short instruction words in a variable-length instruction coding scheme were presented and analyzed. The introduced post-optimizer pass resulted in average 2.5 % and a best case of 9.1 % code size reduction without performance loss. As the post-scheduler optimizer had a good impact on both code size and performance, it should be always used.
Prioritizing function units based on the implicit NOP slots gave best case code size savings of 12.7 % and average savings of 1.0 % while the performance decreased by an average of 5.7 %. Also the architecture had significant effect whether the function unit priorization decreased or increased the code size; With the threeway processor the function unit selection increased code size, but with fourway it decreased the code size. Due the performance reduction and sometimes even code size increase, the function unit prioritization should be used cautiously, only after testing that it provide benefit for the case and only in cases where the performance reduction is not too severe.
